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DHANNCOIN
Don't just talk about making a future; START BUILDING IT TODAY with
Dhan! Dhan is a diverse community of innovators, creators, and leaders. Our
passion unites us for Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies and we are the builders and
change agents of the future.
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DhannCoin (aka DHAN) is an innovative
cryptocurrency that runs on Binance Smart
Chain. DHAN is fully decentralized and is
created with ten times faster block speeds and
cheaper gas fees since it is on BSC Network. All
in all, DHAN is birthed by innovative mind
mapping. DHAN seeks to impress the coin
holders by showing the new, improved
transaction speeds & adorableness. It is hyper-
deflationary with an integrated smart staking
system to reward you, so more Dhann-Coins
will be added automatically to your wallet with
each transaction. Love, preserve, and watch your
Dhan grow more and more.
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DHAN aims to make decentralised finance
completely secure and provide the most secure
payment system to multinational companies,
organisations, and investors, globally; allowing
them to easily and securely transact digitally
using blockchain technology.

DHAN is an ambitious project aiming to be one
of the world's safest, most reliable
cryptocurrencies. This project will make it an
excellent choice for investors interested in
cryptocurrency and people who need payment
systems that work quickly and securely.
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Why Choose Dhan?

A global, open-source alternative to the current financial
system.
We are a fast-growing startup creating a digital currency system to bring sound
money to the world by compounding the fixed liquid assets, which seeks lower
transaction fees from merchants and users.
DHAN ensures privacy and speed. Dhan is a decentralized, peer-to-peer token
based on a Blockchain distributed ledger. Dhan uses peer-to-peer technology to
operate with no central authority or banks, managing transactions and issuing
Dhanncoin collectively by the network.
Dhan is open-source; its design is public; nobody controls it, and everyone can
be part of it. Through many unique properties, Dhan allows exciting uses that
any previous payment systems could not cover.
In stark contrast with other financial institutions and payment systems, which
may take hours to complete heavy transactions, DHAN allows you to instantly
transfer money to anyone at any time, in the city or across the globe. All you
need is the DHAN BEP-20 wallets’ address! Backed by advanced encryption and
DHAN’s proof-of-history blockchain, your money is secure from fraud (as long
as you remain vigilant). DHAN network is constantly active and never sleeps.

The processing charge is minimal
DHAN is a trustworthy global currency offering merchants and consumers
cheap transaction fees. The future looks bright with unfettered growth,
widespread adoption, permission-less innovation, and decentralised
development!
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Supply Is Minimal and Non-Mintable

There will only be 100 million DHAN coins made! Dhan
becomes a hard asset, such as land or gold, allowing
individuals to retain the value of money in the digital domain
for lengthy periods. Hence, DHAN provides insulation from
inflation!

Infrastructure that is entirely community-driven
and decentralised
Dhan is a completely decentralised peer-to-peer
electronic system that is not reliant on any central
authority, such as a government or financial institution.
Dhan is not owned or controlled by anybody
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DHAN Ecosystem
DHAN has a wide variety of applications, but here we
will explore a few of the financial ones. DHAN has a
fixed number of coins in circulation to keep inflation
low.

Transfer Money across
the World within
Seconds
Processing international
payments become quicker
and cheaper using DHAN.

Alternative Banking

A decentralised financial
system that democratises
money, DHAN gives individuals
access to services that
conventional financial
institutions prohibit today.

Data-Aware Personal
Platform and Data-
Exchange
DHAN is created as a
decentralised swap (DAPP) and
exchange (DEX), making it both a
base asset and a gas/commodity
for transactions
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Let’s Grow with
DHAN

Works anywhere and always
Similar to email, which you can send and
receive from anywhere at any time, you need
just DHAN BEP-20 wallets’ address to transact
at any moment, irrespective of what day of the
week or year it is…even on holidays! The DHAN
network is constantly active and never sleeps.

Quick transactions on a
global scale 
It is a simple task to transmit DHAN across
international boundaries, with no additional
costs or hidden charges for international
transfers. Financial institutions usually take
about three business days for what DHAN can
do instantly. The network, much like the
Internet itself, is constantly operational.
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Be Your Own Bank and Remain in
Command of Your Financial
Resources
Banks can make errors; hold cash, freeze
accounts; terminate your account without prior
notice; impose penalties on your transactions,
charge you additional costs; and take other
actions that might restrict you from accessing
your money. 
DHAN allows you complete and unfettered
control over your money, which you can access
anywhere on the planet.

Transparent
The blockchain is a worldwide public ledger
that records every transaction on the network.
The blocks of the ledger, which are tied
together to create a chain, are updated at
predetermined intervals. This project makes it
possible for anybody to see the whole history of
ownership, which helps to remove the
possibility of fraud. 

Pseudonymous

Identities are not linked to the transactions
they participate in, which ensures that DHAN
remains unrestricted and is available for
anybody at any time.
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Roadmap

 

 

 

Phase 1
 Coin Deployed

Website Launch

Twitter

Telegram

Launch on

Pancakeswap

Phase 2
Marketing

1,000 holders

Listing on coin

market cap

Listing on Coin

gecko 

Phase 3
 10,000 holders

Influencer Marketing

Twitter Trends

Community growth

Phase 4
 50,000 holders

More Community

growth

Phase 5
 100,000 holders

Launch on more

Exchanges

Increased Marketing

Phase 6
1,000,000+

Holders

1 Billion+ Market

cap 
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Tokenomics

NAME

DHANNCOIN

DECIMAL

9

SYMBOL

DHAN

SUPPLY

100 Millions


